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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the use of computer algebra to find critical 
points in 2-component fluid mixtures. We describe the application of the method to 
a problem which has been studied by traditional methods. Our results for this case  
are, happily, identical to earlier work. We apply the method to systems described by 
the Carnahan-Starling-DeSantis equation and present results for refrigerant mixtures 
described by this equation. 
1. In t roduet ion  
The study of the critical states in thermodynamic models of fluid systems can 
help elucidate the nature of the phase behavior predicted by such models. This 
paper describes use of computer algebra to develop methods for finding the critical 
states in models of mixtures of two chemical components. A critical state is a 
thermodynamic point where all properlies of each phase of a heterogenous (two- 
phase) system become identical. In mobt instances the coexisting phases considered 
are a liquid phase and a vapor phase; hoverer, it is also possible to find critical 
points associated with the coexistence of two liquid phases. The thermodynamic 
models discussed here do not describe the existence of solid phases. 
We consider a system containing one mole of the mixture. The system is de- 
scribed by the temperature, T, molar volume. V, pressure, P, and the mole fraction, 
2. We label the two chemical components "component 1" and "component 2", and 
let r. be the fraction of component 2 molecules. The phase behavior can be described 
using any three of the quantities T, 1.'~ P, or x. The quantities P, T, and z are 
frequently used for this purpose. The critical states of the system are represented 
by a "critical line" in P, T, x-space. The equations atisfied at a critical point are 
where G denotes the molar Gibbs free energy. 
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One must ultimately resort to a numerical method for finding solutions to Eqn. 
1; however, analytical manipulation of these equations can improve the efficiency 
and reliability of the numerical calculation. The analytical manipulations are notori- 
ously lengthy; for example, van Konynenburg & Scott (1980) obtained the criticality 
condition of a van der Waals mixture, the simplest model for such behavior, as a 
polynomial that was seventh degree in two variables. For this reason, some investi- 
gators have chosen to rely exclusively on numerical techniques. For an example of 
this approach, refer to (Eaton et al., 1981). In this paper we describe the use of 
computer algebra to perform the above mentioned analytical manipulations. Once 
the analytical calculations have been performed by a symbolic manipulator, it can 
generate FORTRAN code that evaluates Eqn. 1. When this code is combined with 
code for finding numerical solutions to the equations, a computer program for finding 
critical points is obtained. 
2.Basic Equat ions  
As usual, much of the description of the system is provided by an equation 
of state-a function describing the dependence of P on T, V, and z. For such a 
description, it is convenient to work with the Helmholtz free energy, A, rather than 
the Gibbs free energy of Eqn. 1. The function A is obtained via the relation 
A = A , , ] (T )  - f PdV - TS, ,~, .  
A , , / (T )  denotes the Helmholtz free energy at an arbitrary reference state and S,,~i~ 
denotes the entropy of mixing. We assume that 
S=~ = -R(~log , ,  + (1 - ~) log(1 - ~)), 
where R denotes the gas constant. The criticality conditions can be expressed in 
terms of A as 
A2.A2~-  A~,, = O, 
A ~ A.2~A~. Aa~.42~A~. O, a~A2~ - 3A~.A~A2.  + 3 2 _ = 




Since all derivatives are taken at constant T, the choice of reference state for A is 
not important in this case. 
If we regard one of the three variables V, T, or x as the "independent variable", 
then for a given value of that variable Eqns. 2 and 3 become a set of two equations 
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in the remaining two variables. Newton's method was used to find solutions to these 
equations. 
A critical point is stable if (04G/az4)p,r  is positive. This quantity was evaluated 
by a relation similar to Eqns. 2 and 3. 
3.The  Red l l ch -Kwong Equat ion  
We now describe use of MACSYMA 1 to obtain expressions for the criticality 
conditions, Eqns. 2 and 3, for mixtures described by the Redlich-Kwong equations 
of state. Although Joffe & Zudkevitch (1967) have used traditional techniques to 
develop efficient algorithms for finding critical points in mixtures described by this 
equation, application of the present method to this problem was instructive. Since 
the results are lengthy, we do not present hem in detail. Instead, we try to give 
the reader a clear idea of the types of results that were obtained. Copies of the 
computer codes discussed can be obtained by contacting the authors. 
The Redlich-Kwong equation of state is 
RT a p -  
V - b T1 /2V(V  -4- b)" 
In this equation, a and b are functions of m: 
= a1,(1 - ~)2 + 2~12m(1 - ~) + ~J ,  (5) 
= b11(1 - ~)2 + 2b~2~(1 - ~) + b~ ~, (6) 
where "the a~j's and blj's are constants. We let z be the independent variable. To 
simplify the calculation, multiply the free energy by a factor of T ~/2 so that A is a 
first-degree polynomial in 
r = RT  ~/~. (7) 
Eqns. 2 and 3 are respectively second- and third-degree polynomials in r. It is 
convenient to express the criticality conditions as functions of the quantities 
Q = log(V) - log(V+ b), y = b/t.: (8) 
The criticality conditions were obtained as ratios of complicated polynomials which 
depended on Q, y, r and x-derivatives ofa and b. As a first step in simplification, the 
denominators of these expressions were discarded and the numerators were divided 
by the lowest power of y for which they contained a nonzero coefficient. To break 
I MACSYMA,  a large symbolic manipulation program developed at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology Laboratory for Computer Science, is a trademark of Symbolics: Inc. 
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the results into manageable pieces, each polynomial was expressed in the form 
n-t 1 
c,J ' q j, (9) 
i=0 j=0 
where m- denotes the highest power of r that appears in a criticality condition. The 
C's were obtained using MACSYMA functions for extracting polynomial coefficients. 
Each C was simplified by factoring and the substitutions 
y- - l  =wl yq- l=w2 
were performed. The C's were then obtained in the form 
c = p(y)(y - 1)"y'(y + I) (1o) 
Here, k, l and rn. are nonnegative integers and p(y) is a polynomial in y with coeffi- 
cients that depend only on z. MACSYMA was instructed to write FORTRAN code 
to initialize an array which stores values of k, l and m for each C. These quantities 
were obtained using functions for obtaining information about polynomials. MAC- 
SYMA was also instructed to write each coefficient in each p(y) as a FORTRAN 
statement. 
In all of the work with computer algebra, MACSYMA was used in both the 
interactive and batch modes. For example, it was fairly straightforward to write 
a batch file which MACSYMA could process to obtain the criticality conditions 
as ratios of complicated polynomials. Use of a batch file in this case was faster 
and more reliable than having to enter these MACSYMA commands interactively. 
However, the process of determining the finn form in which to express the results 
involved a significant amount of interactive xperimentation. 
The derivatives required for Newton's method were obtained by pencil-and-paper 
differentiation of Eqn. 9. In addition to the criticality conditions, we obtained 
expressions for the stability cortdition described above as well as (OSG/Ozs)v,7 , and 
(vOSG/tPzs)p,T. hese latter quantities are of interest in the study of higher order 
critical points. 
4.The  Carnahan-Star l ing -DeSant i s  Equat ion  
In view of the complexity of the results that were obtained for the Redlich-Kwong 
equation, we took a different approach in the case of the Carnahan-Starling-DeSantis 
equation. The Carnahan-Starlin$-DeSantis equation is 
PV  1 + y + y2 _ ya a 
-RT = (1 - y)S RT(V+ b)' (11) 
where y = b/(4V). In Eqn. 11, a has the dependence on z of Eqn. 5. The 
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z-dependence of b is 
b = b11(1 - ~) 3 u b22~. (12) 
Unlike the Redlich-Kwong equation where the ali's and b~j's are constants, here 
they are functions of temperature, Morrison & McLinden (1986). We let T be the 
independent variable. Our strategy here was to calculate the various derivatives 
of A and then to substitute the numerical values of these derivatives into Eqns. 2 
and 3. MACSYMA was used to express the x- and V-derivatives of Eqns. 2 and 
3 required by Newton's method in terms of derivatives of A. It was necessary to 
obtain all partial derivatives A,,,,,u up to fourth order. 
The major challenge in calculating these derivatives i to obtain the final FOR- 
TRAN code in a form that will produce accurate numerical results. We now describe 
the steps in a MACSYMA procedure that was used for obtaining the twelve needed 
derivatives of A. For definiteness, we display results for one sample derivative: Affix. 
It is usually a good idea to break a problem up into pieces o that the MACSYMA 
functions for simplifying expressions execute fficiently. We define 
f l  = f l + y + y2 - y3_dV, f2 =[  1 b) dV. v-(~ -- ~ j v (v  + 
We then write 
A = - (RT I1  - af2) - TS,,.,I.~. 
Differentiation of terms involving S,~i~ was straightforward and will not be described 
further here. In the next step, symbolic computation was used to obtain formal 
expressions for all of the derivatives of A. Our sample derivative becomes 
,r O~f2 RT  02s  ] . . . . . . . .  
&'" = c t a O--C-ff- w -~-~-~ + a ' O0 ~ . (13) 
Here, c = b/4, and primes denote derivatives with respect o z. The derivatives of 
f l  and f2 are: 
~176176 = 6d~'~ + z2d2,~ + 4~,~-  4~,~ - 2~ ~, 
o/~/oy  = d~(4y - ~)/16 + d~=~/~6, 
02f2/0c OV = -d3(2Y ~ 1)/8 + daub~16 + (_3dau2)/16, 
where 
ul = 1~(y - l ) ,  u2--- 1 / (4y+l ) ,  d=i /c ,  
d I = dc', e = da, e' = da'. 
Since these expressions are not final results, no factoring is done at this point. The 
derivatives of ]1 and f~ were first obtained in terms of V and c. The substitution 
y = 1/V was then readily performed. The resulting expressions were converted 
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to a partial fractlon form and the substitutions for u~ and u2 were made. The 
substitutions for d, d', etc. were finally made. 
The next step is to substitute the derivatives of fl and f2 into the formal ex- 
pression, Eqn. 13. After some experimentation, wefound a method for simplifying 
the results of the substitution which produced fairly compact results for all deriva- 
tives of A. The result of the substitution was broken up into four subexpressions: 
1. subexpressions containing the quantity Q defined in eqn. 8; 2. subexpressions 
containing the factor RT; 3. subexpressions that contain a power of y that do not 
contain Q or RT; and 4. subexpressions containing all remaining terms. These 
four subexpressions were obtained using functions for extracting polynomial coeffi- 
cients, and each subexpression was factored separately. For our sample derivative 
the subexpression of type 1 is 0. The type 2 subexpression is 
RT[-a2d'(ua + 1)2(3u~ - 1)]/d. 
The type 3 subexpression is 
(4e' - 4d'e)y/d, 
and the type 4 subexpression is 
(a 'e (=,  - 2 )  + e ' ) (= ,  - *)/d. 
Using pencil-and-paper, it is easy to show that 
ua + l = yul, ua --1 = -4yu~. 
MACSYMA was used to modify the subexpressions by substituting the right-hand- 
side of these relations in place of the left-hand-side. The subexpressions were again 
factored and added together. The sample result becomes 
Azv 
= - 2 )  + - 4(d'  - 
yd 
+RT[-32(u~(3u~- 1)d'y)]. 
We were able to show using computer algebra that all of our results for A,~=,~v 
contained a factor of 4(dy/4)'L Inspection of Eqns. 2 and 3 shows that we can drop 
these factors from our expressions a.nd thereby simplify the results and eliminate 
a trivial solution at y = 0. This simplification prevented the Newton's method 
calculation from finding the unwanted solution at y = 0. 
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5.Numer ica l  Calculat ions 
It is important o give Newton's method a good initial guess for the values 
of the two unknown quantities. In the present case it is possible to establish a 
domain within which the solutions are expected to lie. Limits on the acceptable 
values of z follow immediately from its definition. Limits on V follow from the fact 
that the pressure becomes negative for small V and critical points do not occur for 
large V. Experimental knowledge about the chemical substances considered in a 
specific calculation makes it possible to restrict the values of T considered. Our 
computer program calculated the criticality conditions at points within these limits 
and selected initial guesses for Newton's method. This method required that the 
user provide information about where to search. When this information was properly 
provided, our program was able to obtain all critical states for a particular mixture 
in a single run which required less than a minute of CPU time on a VAX 785. 
6.Cr i t ical  Loci for Two Refr igerant  Mixtures  
The methodology just described has been applied to two refrigerant mixtures de- 
scribed by the Carnahan-Starling-DeSantis equation; Morrison & McLinden (1986) 
discuss the application of this model to refrigerants in detail. Although refrigerants 
are typically not used as working fluids near their critical points, the critical ocus 
for a mixture is a revealing feature of its phase diagram~ and is sensitive to the 
physics of the model behind the equation of state. 
We show in this section examples of two mixtures, R12/R22 and R11/R14; for 
the sake of brevity, we use the industrial designations for these chemicals [Rll, 
trichlorofluoromethane; R12, dichlorodifluoromethane; R22, chlorodifluoromethane; 
and R14, tetrafluoromethane]. The first mixture exhibits an azeotrope at room tem- 
perature and below, a condition where the liquid and vapor phases have the same 
composition, Eiseman (1957), Spauchus (1962); there are, otherwise, no complica- 
tions in the phase diagram. The second mixture was chosen because of the vast 
difference in tile volatility of tile two components; tile critical temperature of R l l  
is 471.1 K and of R14, 227.2 K. Van Konynenburg and Scott (1980) have shown 
that when the critical temperatures of two components in a mixture differ by about 
a factor of two, the critical locus develops an intricate topology where the locus 
is typically broken by intervening muliphase behavior and may have several stable 
branches. With the appearance of such features, the analysis of phase diagrams 
consistent with an equation of state becomes extemely difficult. 
Figure 1 shows the critical locus for the mixture R12/R22 in a pressure- 
temperature projection. The experimental points of (Takaishi et. al., 1982) are 
shown as squares, and the cMculated points are displayed by the solid line. Both 
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Figure 1: The critical locus for the mixture R12 + R22. Squares indicate the 
experimental measurements of (Takaishi et al., 1982). The dashed curve has been 
drawn through these points to aid the eye. The solid curve is the critical locus 
calculated from the modified hard sphere equation of state using far-from-critical 
point information. Point A is the measured critical point of R22; C is calculated 
from the equation of state. Point B is the measured critical point of R12; D is 
calculated from the equation of state. The dashed loci AC and BD are the portion 
of the extensions of the saturation lines for R22 and R12 respectively. 
loci extend unbroken from the critical point of R22 to that of R12. The calculated 
and experimental loci are not coincident with one another; the separation is a con- 
sequence of fundamental inadequacies in the equation of state near a critical point; 
the temperature minimum is a result of the far-from-critical information used to 
establish the parameters for the mixture Morrison & McLinden (1986). Such min- 
ima are known in other mixtures Morrison & Kincaid (1983) and themselves lead 
to some interesting critical behavior Wheeler & Anderson (1980). 
Figure 2 shows the calculated critical ocus for the mixture R11/R14. The locus 
demonstrates a considerably more complex behavior than the example shown in 
Fig. 1. The parts of the locus represented by bloken lines are in metastable and 
unstable thermodynamic states; at these compositions, the mixture will display three 
fluid phases rather than a critical state. In addition to the branch that emerges 
from one critical point and eventually runs into the second critical point, there is a 
very high pressure branch that is associated with demixing of two liquid like fluids. 
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Figure 2: The critical locus for the mixture Rl l  + R14. The solid portions of the 
curve represent those parts of the critical locus that are in the stable regions of the 
phase diagram. In addition to parts of the locus that emerge from the critical points 
of pure R14 [at A] and pure R l l  [at B], there is a high-pressure branch of the locus 
[moving off to C] that represents a liquid-llquid equilibrium. 
This example provides a stringent est of our method for finding critical points. If 
the FORTRAN code generated by MACSYMA did not produce accurate numerical 
results, we would have been unable to obtain these results. 
7 .CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, it has been shown that computer algebra can be used as a tool 
in the development of computer programs that find critical points in fluid mixtures. 
The results presented here demonstrate hat the method is successful even when the 
critical locus has a complex topology. Although the model for refrigerant mixtures 
considered here cannot produce quantitative predictions of the critical points, the 
techniques developed will be helpful in elucidating qualitative features in the phase 
diagrams of these systems and systems described by more accurate~ complicated 
equations of state. 
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